
Simn Vlez: An Architectural Monograph, Ajay Khanna , 2011, 0956823807, 9780956823809. 

John Moore True Countryman, David Cole , 2007, 0954358511, 9780954358518. 

The King's School Tynemouth: A History, John H. Taylor (M.A.) , 1992, 0951872001, 9780951872000. 

Basic Chemistry, G. William Daub, William S. Seese , 1991, 0130591718, 9780130591715. Written in a style and

language that users without science backgrounds can understand. This best-selling introduction to the basic principles of

chemistry draws on the reader's own experiences through analogies and cartoons to learn difficult concepts. The clear,

systematic, thinking approach to problem solving has also been highly praised by reviewers and users alike. Countdown

sections in each chapter, consisting of five review questions keyed to previous material provide readers with a basis for

material introduced in the new chapter. Study exercises , found immediately after new topics are introduced, reinforce

chapter problem material. You and Chemistry marginal application icon relates chemistry to the real world. End-of-

chapter essays entitled Elements and Compounds relate the applications of specific elements or compounds to the

readers' life.

Intro to Management Acc Ch1-19& CC W/Eb Pkg, ANONIMO , 2001, 013076308X, 9780130763082. 

Kiss Your Fat Goodbye: The Ultimate Guide to Losing Weight and Building a Healthy Body for Life, Gary Null, Ph.D. ,

2008, 0307486788, 9780307486783. Leading natural health expert Gary Null has devoted his life to helping people feel

better about their bodies, and in this groundbreaking book he presents a surefire plan to help you lose weightand keep it

off. Based on Nulls research with over a thousand volunteers and more than thirty-five years as a health educator, Kiss

Your Fat Goodbye explores the science behind weight gain and provides an easy-to-follow weight-loss regimen based on

all-natural nutrition, exercise, and holistic therapies. Complete with a thirty-one-day eating plan packed with delicious,

low-fat recipes that can be tailored to your individual needs, Kiss Your Fat Goodbye shows you how to jump-start your

metabolism and develop healthier, lifelong eating habits. You will learn how to:Listen to your body and determine your

unique dietary needsUse detoxification as the key to weight-loss successsafely and effectivelyReduce with juice and blend

a variety of slimming, health-enhancing beveragesUse the 125 recipes in the eating plan to prepare appetizing,

slenderizing dishesfrom breakfast to dessertChoose vitamins and supplements that will boost your weight-loss

effortsDevelop a personalized exercise regimenand stick with itUse stress management and self-actualization techniques

to set personal goals, improve your body image, and stay positive and energizedBest of all, with Kiss Your Fat Goodbye

the inches and pounds you lose are secondary to what you gain: a lifetime of confidence, happiness, good eating, and

good health.From the Trade Paperback edition.

Teach Childrn Read& Mod Lessn& Word Id& Phoncs, ANONIMO , 2004, 0131688731, 9780131688735. 

Sherlock Holmes and the Ice Palace Murders: From the American Chronicles of John H. Watson, M.D., Larry Millett ,

1999, 0140280898, 9780140280890. Sherlock Holmes rides again in this delightful mystery, based on another newly
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discovered manuscript. The year is 1896, and St. Paul's magnificent Winter Carnival is underway when Holmes and

Watson are summoned by the city's most powerful man, railroad magnate James J. Hill. It seems a wealthy young man

has disappeared on the eve of his wedding, and his fiancee has suspiciously discarded her wedding dress. After a grisly

discovery in the carnival's ice palace leads to a flurry of clues, Holmes is on the case. His pursuit of the murderer takes

him through the highest echelons of St. Paul society, over the frozen Mississippi River, and into cahoots with one

Shadwell Rafferty, a gregarious saloonkeeper and part-time private investigator whose quick wit and fast thinking make

him a formidable rival and an invaluable ally.A splendid sequel to Sherlock Holmes and the Red Demon, and written in

the same deliciously authentic Sherlockian style, this latest adventure offers an exhilarating portrait of America on the

verge of a new century as well as an intriguing mystery that is nothing short of truly chilling.

The Satiable Quest, Marva L. Gordon, Pastor Marva Gordon , 2008, 0981752039, 9780981752037. The Satiable Quest is

a book based on a guiding source for reasoning that accompanies us at all times. There is a real sense of wonder and

excitement in understanding this unseen but not silent source that transcends us as created beings.

Violence in the Black Imagination: Essays and Documents, Ronald T. Takaki , 1993, 0195082494, 9780195082494. 1992

has been an explosive year for racial relations in the United States--from the reactions to the Rodney King verdict to

debate about Malcolm X and the film portrayal of his role in American history. What relations do the recent events in Los

Angeles have to the Watts Riots in 1965? Violence in the Black Imagination shows that these recent events force us to

understand the history of racism in America and its legacy of antagonism and violence. Ronald T. Takaki presents three

short novels of major African-American leaders in the nineteenth century: Frederick Douglass, the leading black

abolitionist; Martin Delany, the father of black nationalism; and William Wells Brown, a pioneer of the black novel. The

novels are accompanied by substantive essays which provide both biographical information on the author and explore the

common theme of their work--the issue of black revolutionary violence in antebellum America. The work includes a new

preface which examines the 1992 South Central Los Angeles racial explosion in relationship to Martin Luther King, Jr.,

Malcolm X, and the 1965 Watts Riot.

An Anthology of Books, Bonita Smith , 2009, 0971783772, 9780971783775. 

Kids: The Heart of Co-Parenting: An Introductory Guide to Issues of Separation and Divorce for Family Professionals,

Sandy Shuler , 2012, 0988061406, 9780988061408. 

Centennial Campaign: The Sioux War of 1876, John Stephens Gray , 1988, 0806121521, 9780806121529. A fine bookIn

the twenty-two chapters that comprise the background and the campaign narrative, the author is at his best when he

moves away from the Washington scene to detail the field operations. But it is the second part of the bookseven chapters

labeled Facetsthat moves Centennial Campaign into the realm of the exceptional. Here Dr. Gray combines impressive

research, careful analysis, and sound deduction to reconstruct Indian movements, locations, and concentrations.Western
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Historical Quarterly

Jason's Story, Mildred Noble, Carol Mills , , 097238121X, 9780972381215. 

Sushi For Dummies, Judi Strada, Mineko Takane Moreno , 2011, 1118053370, 9781118053379. Demystify the sushi bar

experienceStuffed with tips and tricks - you'll roll, press, and mold sushi like a pro!From rolling sushi properly to

presenting it with pizzazz, this book has everything you need to know to impress your friends with homemade maki-sushi

(rolls) and nigiri-sushi (individual pieces). You'll find over 55 recipes from Tuna Sushi Rice Balls to Rainbow Rolls, plus

handy techniques to demystify the art of sushi making - and make it fun!Discover how to:* Find the right equipment and

ingredients* Understand the special language of sushi* Make fragrant sushi rice* Prepare vegetarian and fish-free

recipes* Dish up sushi-friendly drinks and side dishes

Planet of Life, HB Staff , 1997, . 

Beyond AI: Creating the Conscience of the Machine, J. Storrs Hall , 2007, 1591025117, 9781591025115. Artificial

intelligence (AI) is now advancing at such a rapid clip that it has the potential to transform our world in ways both

exciting and disturbing. Computers have already been designed that are capable of driving cars, playing soccer, and

finding and organizing information on the Web in ways that no human could. With each new gain in processing power,

will scientists soon be able to create supercomputers that can read a newspaper with understanding, or write a news

story, or create novels, or even formulate laws? And if machine intelligence advances beyond human intelligence, will we

need to start talking about a computer's intentions?These are some of the questions discussed by computer scientist J.

Storrs Hall in this fascinating layperson's guide to the latest developments in artificial intelligence. Drawing on a thirty-

year career in artificial intelligence and computer science, Hall reviews the history of AI, discussing some of the major

roadblocks that the field has recently overcome, and predicting the probable achievements in the near future. There is

new excitement in the field over the amazing capabilities of the latest robots and renewed optimism that achieving

human-level intelligence is a reachable goal.But what will this mean for society and the relations between technology and

human beings? Soon ethical concerns will arise and programmers will need to begin thinking about the computer

counterparts of moral codes and how ethical interactions between humans and their machines will eventually affect

society as a whole. Weaving disparate threads together in an enlightening manner from cybernetics, computer science,

psychology, philosophy of mind, neurophysiology, game theory, and economics, Hall provides an intriguing glimpse into

the astonishing possibilities and dilemmas on the horizon.J. Storrs Hall. Ph.D. (Laporte, PA), the founding chief scientist

of Nanorex, Inc., is a research fellow for the Institute for Molecular Manufacturing and the author of Nanofuture, the

Nanotechnologies section for The Macmillan Encyclopedia of Energy, and numerous scientific articles. He has designed

technology for NASA and was a computer systems architect at the Laboratory for Computer Science Research at Rutgers

University from 1985 to 1997.
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Software Quality Assurance: From Theory To Implementation, Galin Daniel , 2004, 813172395X, 9788131723951. 

Raul Castro: Arizona's First Hispanic Governor, Marilyn Myrick Watson , 2007, . 

Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes!: And Other Action Rhymes, Mark Carthew , 2003, 0143501038, 9780143501039. 'I'm

a Dingle Dangle Scarecrow, with a Flippy Floppy hat, I can shake my arms like this, I can shake my legs like that.' Action

rhymes such as this appear throughout the book. Some other rhymes include such favourites as 'Looby Loo' and

'Bananas in Pyjamas'. Ages 2+.

North Carolina Afield: A Guide to Nature Conservancy Projects in North Carolina, Ida Phillips Lynch , 2002, 0967502616,

9780967502618. North Carolina Afield is a guidebook to some of the wildest places in eastern North America. Profiles of

the most scenic Nature Conservancy projects in North Carolina offer fascinating ecological information, visitation details,

and stunning color photographs.

The Shakespeare Puzzle: A Non-Esoteric Baconian Theory, Barry R. Clarke , 2007, 1847537081, 9781847537089. Daily

Telegraph (UK) puzzlist conducts an investigation into the Shakespeare authorship question. Interesting new facts are

presented that demonstrate that it was Gray's Inn law students that acted in the first known performance of The Comedy

of Errors not Shakspere's company at the Gray's Inn revels 1594-5 and that it was Sir Francis Bacon who controlled them.

An argument is given why Shakspere of Stratford could not have written this play. Bacon's motive for concealment is

related to his need to find financial support for his Great Instauration project, the building of new institutes devoted to

experimentation. The Shakespeare Authorship question requires careful navigation and the present work guards against

over-interpreting the facts. Fully referenced and tightly reasoned, one noted academic commented that "Chapter 6 is very

convincing".

Prohibitions and restraints in war, Sydney Dawson Bailey , 1972, 0192850563, 9780192850560. Appendiks 1, Uddrag fra

internationale deklarationer og resolutioner om magtanvendelse, side 158-162. - Appendiks 2, Den Internationale

Lovkommissions kommentarer til de syv Nrnberg-bestemmelser, side 173-170. - Appendiks 3, Bestemmelser i udkast om

begrnsning af risici for civilbefolkningen i krigstid, september 1956, side 171-179. - Appendiks 4, Protokoludkast stadfstet

af regeringseksperter p konference 24. maj - 12. juni 1971, side 180-186. - Hovedprincipper til beskyttelse af

civilbefolkningen i vbnede konflikter, af 9. december 1970, stadfstet af FN's Generalforsamling, side 187-188.

Translation: The Vital Link : 6-13 August 1993, Brighton : Proceedings, , 1993, . 

Mbo Movie Detectives (Us Edit), Random House , 1998, . 

Who Dares, Runs: The Remarkable Story of a Man who Went from 50 Lbs Overweight to Running 32 Marathons in 32

Consecutive Days, Gerry Duffy , 2011, 095502983X, 9780955029837. WHO DARES, RUNS' IS THE FASCINATING

ACCOUNT BY GERRY DUFFY OF HIS LIFE WHERE HE WENT FROM BEING OVER 50 LBS OVERWEIGHT TO BECOME ONE

OF THE FOREMOST ENDURANCE RUNNERS ON THE PLANET.
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Ghosts of the Haunted Coast: Ghost Hunting on California's Gold Coast, Richard L. Senate , 1986, 0934793042,

9780934793049. 

The Love Life of the Spumifers, Georges Hugnet, Ubu Gallery , 2011, 0977232816, 9780977232819. 

Color Outside the Lines, Howard Hendricks , 2002, 1418569720, 9781418569723. All of us yearn to be creative, but few

of us feel we truly are. In this fun-to-read, energy-packed guide to stimulating our ingenuity, Hendricks proposes a nine-

step process for unleashing an exciting spark of creativity and innovation in our lives, including creative approaches to

problem solving such as mind-mapping, storyboarding, brainstorming, and five-sensing. With dynamic examples and

proven concepts, Hendricks helps us to identify roadblocks that may keep us from being creative in our lives and

ministries, and helps to unleash our creative potential.

The Best in Mousetrap Cars & Boats, Mel McDaniel , 1999, 0965345734, 9780965345736. 

The Chemistry of the Allenes: Reactions, , Stephen R. Landor , 1982, 0124361021, 9780124361027. 

Witchfinder General: Days of Revelation, Eric Barnes , 2011, 0957002602, 9780957002609. 

The World Encyclopedia Of Cigars, Anness Publishing, Julian Holland , 2000, 184081179X, 9781840811797. 

The Sand and Gravel Resources of the Country Around Dalkeith and Temple, Lothian Region: Description of 1:25 000

Sheets NT 25 and 35, and NT 26 and 36, ISSN 0308-5333, , 1984, 0118874241, 9780118874243. 

Developing Expert Readers - Phonics Supplemental Lessons and Literacy Center Activities: Grade 1 Phonics - Extras,

Literacy First , 2006, . 

Lawyers' PC Review Collected Columns: November 1987-September 1989, Barry D. Bayer, Mark J. Welch , 1989,

0962562904, 9780962562907. 

Boyfriends from hell: true tales of tainted lovers, disastrous dates, and love gone wrong, Kevin Bentley , 2003,

1931160147, 9781931160148. Everyone has suffered the tortures of an unfaithful, unavailable, controlling, or demanding

date, boyfriend, or lover. They may be hell to live through, but they make riveting postmortems, collected here as 20 gay

writers recount adventures from the deep end of the dating pool.

Exploring Microsoft Word for Windows 95, version 7.0, , Robert T. Grauer, Maryann M. Barber , 1996, 0135040442,

9780135040447. One of the first titles in Grauer and Barber's bestselling Exploring Windows series to be updated for the

new software releases, Exploring Microsoft Word for Windows 95 ( Version 7.0) provides the ideal introduction to the

new word processing program. Unlike its competitors, Exploring Microsoft Word 7.0 teaches students not just what to do,

but also why they're doing it. This, more than anything else, is what distinguishes a Grauer and Barber text from others

you may have seen.

Gentle Dove, Karl Albert Kasten , 2013, 0981994512, 9780981994512. 

Launceston Municipal Tramways, Ralph Proctor , , 0949457566, 9780949457561. A history of Launceston's Electric
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Tramway System from 1909, when the decision to build a tramway was made, up to 13 December 1952 - the day the

last tram services operated. The subsequent fate of particular trams is outlined. Illustrated with 12 full-page historical

photographs.

Yaoi Gothic: An Explicit Sketchbook, , 2007, 1933664169, 9781933664163. The best global yaoi illustrators come

together to bring you gorgeous pinups of beautiful men engrossed in explicit sexual action with other men. A gothic

theme ties all the fiery sex illustrations together, whether it's in the scenery, the clothes or the character themselves.

Expect vampires, counts and other gothic players. All with beautiful partners captured in vivid illustrations right at the

peak of ecstasy.

Old Enemies, Michael Dobbs , 2011, 0857200879, 9780857200877. In the Swiss Alps a teenage girl is thrown from a

helicopter and her boyfriend is brutally abducted to Trieste, a city filled with undercurrents of past hatreds. Ruari, son of

Irish media owner J J Breslin, is in desperate danger, at the mercy of ruthless kidnappers making impossible demands.

His terrified mother contacts the only person she knows can help her son: Harry Jones, her former lover, who she walked

out on many years ago. Now memories of their passionate affair, the guilt, hurt, anger and humiliation, come flooding

back. Time is running out for Ruari and Harry, torn between his loyalties, is quickly drawn into a political game played for

high stakes. Far higher than he realizes...

Real estate 91: a changing environment : a survey of leading real estate executives and economists, Daniel O'Connor,

Ernst & Young , 1990, 0962468738, 9780962468735. 

Equity Portfolio Management, Frank J. Fabozzi, James Lawrence Grant, Bruce M. Collins , 1999, 1883249406,

9781883249403. With investors flocking to Wall Street in an attempt to beat today's turbulent market, Fabozzi and Grant

show you how to stay focused and create a solid equity portfolio in Equity Management. This comprehensive guide ties

together modern portfolio theory and the current strategies employed by portfolio managers to enhance returns on

equity portfolios. By focusing on several key areas, including equity management styles: passive versus active investing,

traditional fundamental analysis, security analysis using value-based metrics, and much more, Equity Portfolio

Management will put you on the right track to investing smarter and more profitably.

Watching the Dark: An Inspector Banks Novel, , Peter Robinson , 2013, 0062235877, 9780062235879. One of the

premier masters of modern British crime, New York Times bestselling author Peter Robinson brings back Detective Chief

Inspector Alan Banks and his colleague DI Annie Cabbot in a complex case involving corruption, a dead cop, and a

missing girlWatching the Dark A decorated detective inspector is murdered on the tranquil grounds of the St. Peter's

Police Treatment Centre, shot through the heart with a crossbow arrow, and compromising photographs are discovered

in his room. Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks is well aware that he must handle the highly sensitiveand dangerously

explosiveinvestigation with the utmost discretion.Because the case may involve police corruption, an officer from
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Professional Standards, Inspector Joanna Passero, has arrived to work with Banks and his team. Though he tries to keep

an open mind and offer his full cooperation, the dedicated Banks and his practical investigative style clash with Passero's

cool demeanor and by-the- book professionalism. All too soon, the seasoned detective finds himself under uncomfortable

scrutiny, his methods second-guessed.As Banks digs deeper into the life and career of the victim, a decorated cop and

recent widower named Bill Quinn, he comes to believe that Quinn's murder may be linked to an unsolved missing persons

case. Six years earlier, a pretty nineteen-year-old English girl named Rachel Hewitt made national headlines when she

disappeared without a trace in Tallinn, Estonia. Convinced that finding the truth about Rachel will lead to Quinn's killer,

Banks follows a twisting trail of clues that lead from England to the dark, cobbled alleys of Tallinn's Old Town. But the

closer he seems to solving the complicated cold case, the more it becomes clear that someone doesn't want the past

stirred up.While Banks prowls the streets of Tallinn, DI Annie Cabbot, recovered from her near-fatal shooting and back at

the station in Eastvale, is investigating a migrant labor scam involving corrupt bureaucrats and a loan shark who feeds on

the poor. As evidence in each investigation mounts, Banks realizes the two are linkedand that solving them may put even

more lives, including his own, in jeopardy.

Daughters of Absence, Mindy Weisel , 2013, 0988439034, 9780988439030. This is a collection of twelve essays written

by daughters of Holocaust survivors. The women -- artists, writers, poets, filmmakers, a photographer, a musician, and

an actress -- have found a strong voice through their work, and their work has been both a life force and a lifesaver. The

editor, too, is the daughter of Holocaust survivors; her parents survived Auschwitz. The contributors include Helen

Epstein, author of Children of the Holocaust; Aviva Kempner, the filmmaker who produced The Partisans of Vilna and The

Life and Times of Hank Greenberg; and Rosie Weisel, the Israeli graphic artist who is the editor's sister-in-law. The

introduction is by Eva Fogelman, author of Conscience & Courage: Rescuers of Jews during the Holocaust. A number of

poignant black-and-white photographs of family members appear in this book of personal accounts of growing up in the

shadow of the Holocaust. "Mindy Weisel and the other daughters of Holocaust survivors have provided us with

extraordinary insights. The solemn beauty of their sagas and the triumph over the past is a gift to their parents, who

survived and rebuilt their lives, and to those millions who did not." -- Susan Tumarkin Goodman of the Jewish Museum

New York "Each in her own genre, these 'daughters of absence' trace -- with great skill, great courage, and great candor

-- their journey from a ghost-ridden past to a fulfilling present." -- Peter Novick, author of The Holocaust in America,

professor of history at The University of Chicago

Straight to You, David Moody , 2006, 0955005159, 9780955005152. The sun is dying and only days remain before all life

on Earth is extinguished. Steven Johnson is alone. The only person who matters to him is out of reach hundreds of miles

away. His options are bleak - sit and wait to die or risk everything fighting his way across the scorched remains of a

world which has descended into anarchy and chaos. There's no time left to stop and think. The end could come at any
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moment and Johnson has to act now. Every second is precious. Tomorrow is too late. A new edition of the controversial

debut novel from David Moody, author of the AUTUMN series and HATER. "harrowing and soul searching. riveting

reading" "a novel which grabbed me when I wasn't looking. Straight to You is a book I won't forget."

Ninety-nine Names of Allah: The Beautiful Names, Shems Friedlander, Muzaffereddin (al-Hajj Shaikh.) , 1981, . 

Local analytic geometry, Shreeram Shankar Abhyankar , 1964, 0120419505, 9780120419500. 

Daga Anishinaabemodaa, Dennis Jones , 2011, 0983002541, 9780983002543. 

From Sound to Silence, Rashida Abedi , , . 

The Watercress Wife and Other Stories, Tamar Hodes , 2011, 0957020902, 9780957020900. 

The Very Messy Mermaid, Tracey Corderoy , 2013, 1407135414, 9781407135410. Little mermaid Twinkletail's parents

can't stand any mess at all. They are determined that her birthday party will be incredibly neat - with strictly no games,

no friends and no cake! All Twinkletail really wants is a normal party. Luckily her Fairy Godmother rings just in time, and

things soon take a very messy turn for the better. With fabulously detailed illustrations and a laugh-out-loud text, this is a

very funny follow-up to the brilliantly feisty Never Say No to a Princess.

Thomas Hodge: The Golf Artist of St. Andrews, Harry Langton, Thomas Hodge , 2000, 0953855600, 9780953855605. 

I Lihende Siha Put Guahan Ginen as Nana: Inestorihayi Siha as Dottie Wintterle, Yininga' Siha as Judy Flores, Trinanslada

Gi Fino' Chamoru as Peter R. Onedera, Irensia Publications , 2001, 097103852X, 9780971038523. 

Miracle Mile, Mark C. Eades, MC Eades , 2002, 0971850925, 9780971850927. A journey among the dispossessed and

rootless of end-of-century America?

Strangled by the Duopoly, John Hare , 2012, . 

Susan Miller: The Year Ahead 2013 Astrological Wall Calendar, Susan Miller , 2012, 0983860998, 9780983860990. 

Justice and Security Bill (HL): Amendments to Be Moved in Committee of the Whole House (supplementary Tot He

Marshalled List), Great Britain: Parliament: House of Lords , 2012, 0108491072, 9780108491078. 

Forms of Astonishment: Greek Myths of Metamorphosis, R. G. A. Buxton , 2009, 0199245495, 9780199245499. Forms of

Astonishment sets out to interpret a number of Greek myths about the transformations of humans and gods. Such tales

have become familiar in their Ovidian dress, as in the best-selling translation by Ted Hughes; Richard Buxton explores

their Greek antecedents. One pressing question which often occurs to the reader of these tales is: Did the Greeks take

them seriously? Buxton repeatedly engages with this topic, and attempts to answer it context by context and author by

author. His book raises issues relevant to an understanding of broad aspects of Greek culture (e.g. how 'strange' were

Greek beliefs?'); in so doing, it also illuminates issues explored by anthropologists and students of religion.

Highlighting Homeschooling, Bethany M. Bardiner, M.D., Bethany M. Gardiner M. D. , 2012, 0983042004,

9780983042006. Ever wondered about homeschooling? Or have you decided to start home- schooling but are wondering
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whats next? Highlighting Homeschooling will guide you through every step of the homeschooling process, from making

the initial choice to choosing a curriculum to launching your children successfully into college and beyond. Discover what

has worked and what hasnt for other homeschooling families while you learn how to develop your own individual style.

Allow your family to grow closer, learn how to deal with those who dont understand your choices, learn how to deal with

those who dont understand your choices, and find fulfillment in your role as the primary educator without losing yourself

in the process, all while providing a superior education for your children. Highlighting Homeschooling will change the way

you look at educating at home. 1. Finalist - First Horizon Award through the Eric Hoffer Awards. This award honors

superior work by debut authors. 2. Finalist - Category Education/Academic - 2012 Next Generation Indie Book Awards 3.

Finalist - Category Parenting/Family - 2012 Next Generation Indie Book Awards 4. Silver Medalist - Living Now Book

Awards - Category Family/Parenting

Oxford First Science Dictionary, , 2003, 019910915X, 9780199109159. * Over 200 scientific words in alphabetical order,

each with a simple meaning or example of use * Every entry illustrated with contemporary artwork and clear diagrams *

Illustrated thematic section at the back with extra words ranging from classroom equipment to measurements *

Headwords support and develop scientific language and understanding Graham Peacock is an experienced teacher, a well-

published author of primary science texts and an Inset Co-ordinator for Primary Science

The Back-Yard Mechanic/Set, 0870004759, United States Government Printing Office , 1990, 0160091675,

9780160091674. 

The Purpose of a Covenant Heart, David Huskins , 2003, 0768429544, 9780768429541. For where you go, I will go, and

where you lodge, I will lodge. Your people shall be my people, and your God, my God. A major paradigm shift is ocurring

in the Body of Christ as authority structures are pulled down and the Church moves towards compassionate, grace-filled

relationships. The Purpose of a Covenant Heart exposes the nakedness of the spirit of religion, which seeks to manipulate

and create guilt in the lives of God's people. Huskins unveils the dynamic shift that will quickly lead the Church into

proper alignment as each member of the Body begins to flow from a base of mutual respect and purpose, rather than the

cold heart of religious power and tradition. The door leading away from this religious control and into the emerging

destiny of each member of the Church is unlocked with the keys of compassionate, covenant relationships.

Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony and the Central and Southern Line Islands: Report, , 1972, 0115801138,

9780115801136. 

e-Study Guide for: Foundations of Lodging Management: Business, Management, Cram101 Textbook Reviews , 2012,

1467237728, 9781467237727. Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the

textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests for their textbook.

Camberwell Conservation Study: Study Area 1 : Prepared for the City of Camberwell November 1986, P. Sanders Pty. Ltd,
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Camberwell (Vic.) , 1986, 0959427449, 9780959427448. 

Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 10: True Stories: The King of Football: The Story of Pele, , ISBN 0199195455,

9780199195459, Tony Bradman , 2003, 0199195382, 9780199195381. This book is part of a collection of true stories

from around the world which are guaranteed to capture your pupils' imaginations and develop their reading skills. Oxford

Reading Tree True Stories are written by well-known authors and are full of stunning illustrations and photography. This

book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6 different books or a class pack of 36 books of the same Oxford

Reading Tree stage. Each book pack comes with a free copy of invaluable teaching notes.

The Infiltrator, James M. Sargent , 2012, 0983905061, 9780983905066. "Sargent marches us headlong through three

wars on the shoulders of a single hero.With a keen eye for historical adventure, e Infiltrator reminds us that for e

Greatest Generation, anything was possible." -EdwardO'Connell, winner of the TobiasWolff Award in Fiction "Sargent

weaves a riveting tale with pace and skill. His character, David O"Conner is born of privilege with the heart of a modern

warrior. rough three periods of armed conflict, O'Conner takes us on a journey of rapid fire action, deception and

intrigue. is is a great read that dares you to put it down." -Mo Griffin, author of Keepers of the Sound "A novel that is

researched, well-written and difficult to put away. From the beginning, the reader is engaged, wondering what type of

adventure our hero will find himself, from flying and romance to dodging Germans and the SS inWorldWar II, to his

assignments in Korea and Vietnam. e aviation history is extensive and other military involvements are engrossing. A great

read!" -CaptainGeorge Burk, USAF ( Ret.) author of e Bridge Never Crossed, MyMotherMy Friend and Laugh You Live Cry

YouDie "As a war reporter who is meticulous with checking the facts, I am impressed when someone really does their

homework to tell a good story...and Jim Sargent has done his homework. Nobody knows more about this topic, or has

put it together in a more engaging way to draw the reader in. While a fictional account, this is a story based on real

heroes and how they clandestinely operate. is is a page-turning, must-read for anyone interested in the secret Special

Operations side of "what might have happened behind the scenes" in history. Pick it up and you won't be able to put it

down." -AlexQuade, award-winningWar Reporter & Filmmaker, Horse Soldiers of 9/11

Arnhem in Lincolnshire and the Surrounding Area: A Memorial Trail, , 2006, 0954954726, 9780954954727. 

10,000 French Words, William Rowlinson , 1991, 0198641745, 9780198641742. 10,000 French Words is a completely up-

to-date reference book, offering over 10,000 words, phrases, and structures, conveniently arranged by topic and

function. This is a guide that covers all the bases, from noun gender and irregular noun plurals, through feminine froms

of masculine nouns, to irregular feminine and plural forms of adjectives. Collected under 56 alphabetically arranged

subject headings, they are further divided into sub-headings for even easier accessibility. As compact as its two

companion volumes, it is a perfect size for pocket or purse.

Yoga the Path to Holistic Health: The Definitive Illustrated Guide by The World's Leading Yoga Teacher, B.K.S. Iyengar ,
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2008, 1405322357, 9781405322355. Fully updated, bestselling guide to the practice of yoga by the world's leading

teacher, B.K.S. Iyengar. A holistic approach to yoga and enhancing physical, mental and emotional well-being from B.K.S

Iyengar, suitable for every age and level of ability. Clearly illustrated step-by-step sequences explain how to perform each

yoga posture correctly, while a unique 360-degree view of the final pose shows exactly how to position each part of the

body. Includes sequences specially developed to help alleviate over 80 ailments, from asthma and arthritis to irritable

bowel syndrome and varicose veins, as well as a special 20-week course for beginners. This special anniversary edition

celebrates B.K.S. Iyengar's 90th birthday with a new chapter on his life and achievements, including an intimate portrait

of his working day.

St. Stephen's Willoughby 1871-1971, , 1971, 0959880704, 9780959880700. 

Are We Related?: How to Find Your Famous Ancestors, Eve McLaughlin , 2002, 1853067415, 9781853067419. Guidance

on tracing family through the ages.

International Social Work: Professional Action in an Interdependent World, Lynne M. Healy , 2001, 0195124464,

9780195124460. International Social Work: Professional Action in an Interdependent World is a comprehensive

introduction that places social work history, practice, policy, and education within an international perspective. Two main

themes-global interdependence and professional action-are emphasized in this complete examination of an increasingly

global profession. The author provides a four-part definition of international social work, emphasizing competence for

professional action in international aspects of domestic practice and policy; professional exchange; international

development practice; and policy formulation and advocacy at the global level. The economic, cultural, environmental,

and social welfare implications of global interdependence are addressed through a discussion of resource utilization,

poverty, structural adjustment and the debt crisis, migration, HIV/AIDS, and the rights of women and children. A chapter

on value and ethical dilemmas considers how context influences the ways in which social issues are approached, and

case examples from Asia, Africa, Europe, South America, and the Caribbean are used throughout the book to illustrate

concepts. The text concludes with an exploration of universal concepts for social work around the world including social

development, human rights, multiculturalism, social exclusion, sustainability, and security. From direct service to policy

and administration, International Social Work: Professional Action in an Interdependent World provides a thorough

overview of the international dimensions of social work practice. It is an essential text for all social work students and

practitioners and provides a sound foundation for future academic and career exploration in international social work.

Improving Energy Efficiency in Historic Buildings, Jo Ellen Hensley, Antonio Aguilar , 2012, 0160897629,

9780160897627. 

Child Soldiers, Adult Interests: The Global Dimensions of the Sierra Leonean Tragedy, John-Peter Pham , 2005,

1594546711, 9781594546716. This book weaves a narrative of the history of Sierra Leone, from its foundation as a
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settlement for black slaves who fought for the British Crown during the American Revolution through the events of the

civil war, with a discussion of more general geopolitical lessons to be learned from the recent conflict, its origins, and

settlement. In addition, the book contains six appendices that render the present work -- the first comprehensive history

of Sierra Leone since the classic studies published more than a generation ago by Christopher Fyfe and John Peterson --

an invaluable reference on conflict resolution in general as well as the West African country in particular, including a

chronology of select events in the history of Sierra Leone and the texts of the peace agreements and other post-conflict

documents.

Palmer's company law, Volume 2, , ISBN 0420446605, 9780420446602, Sir Francis Beaufort Palmer, Geoffrey Morse ,

2007, . 

Lions Prom Poster, Random House , 1985, . 

571 Mosquito bomber squadron, Barry Blunt , 1992, 0952053209, 9780952053200. 

Social Security Statistics: 1989, Great Britain. Department of Social Security , 1989, 0117616818, 9780117616813. 

The Chicken Pox Party, Libby Weaver , 2011, . 

Witch Child, Rony Robinson , 1978, 0174320876, 9780174320876. 

Rabbit Pie, Penny Ives , 2006, 0141380853, 9780141380858. For the perfect Rabbit Pie you will need: One generous

helping of hugs, several kisses, one bedtime story and bags of patience! A tasty treat for all - sure to become a favourite

family recipe.

Michael Honnor: New Work, Michael Honnor , 2008, 0955885019, 9780955885013. 

Margin of Errors, Eugen M. Bacon , 2006, 0977547043, 9780977547043. Parallels. One missing Gambian professor. One

Maskhadov on a mission. Infidelity. Corruption. Revenge. A charismatic Chechen general with the final solution - one last

assault in a liberation war to forever free Caucasus from Russian domination. But is the uranium project a high order

affair of state and international security, is it a cover for something sinister, or is it the stirrings of a global farce?

Early Childhood Development: A Multicultural Perspective, Jeffrey Trawick-Smith , 2014, 0133352773, 9780133352771.

Early Childhood Development: A Multicultural Perspective, 6/e addresses both typical and atypical child development from

birth through age eight. This text highlights the diversity of child development, preparing professionals to meet the

unique needs of children from a wide variety of backgrounds. A new emphasis on neuroscience and brain research helps

us to understand so much better how children think, learn, feel, and behave. Every chapter includes at least one new

section on how the brain contributes to advances in physical, cognitive, linguistic, social, or emotional development

across age groups. An extensive section on assessment has been added. Clinical and classroom-based methods for

assessing learning and development of young children are presented. The use of assessment data in teaching and

parenting are fully explored. A more extensive examination of toddlerhood, as a distinct period of development, is
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included. Newly-discovered advancements of children between the ages of 18 months and 3 years are profiled. The book

contains discussions of more than 800 new research studies and articles on early childhood development that have been

published since the last edition.

Santos: Contemporary Devotional Folk Art in Puerto Rico, Dulce Mara Romn, Manuel A. Vsquez, Teodoro Vidal , 2003, .

"Color-illustrated catalogue of an exhibition of the same title to be held at the Samuel P. Harn Museum of Art October 28,

2003 - February 22, 2004. Catalogue will include three essays (authors indicated on reverse of form) and checklist of the

exhibition. Subject matter deals with contemporary folk art in Puerto Rico and popular religious devotion in Puerto Rico."

Big Sister Dora!, Alison Inches, Dave Aikins , 2005, 068987846X, 9780689878466. Dora is going to be a big sister. Not to

just one baby, but two - Dora's mami is having twins! Dora will have a baby sister and a baby brother! Dora can't wait to

be a big sister - she's so good at sharing, teaching, and playing and she gives really great hugs! This title includes 7

Spanish words.

1st special report [session 1999-00]: Government observations on the 11th and 12th reports from the Trade and Industry

Committee (session 1998-99) on the Horizon project for automated payment of benefits through post offices and the

1999 Post Office white paper, Trade And Industry Committee , 1999, 0102007004, 9780102007008. Reply to HCP 530

1998-99 (11th report, ISBN 0105564044) & HCP 94 1998-99 (12th report, ISBN 0105564060)

Khok Phanom Di: prehistoric adaptation to the world's richest habitat, Charles Higham, Rachanie Thosarat , 1994,

0155009516, 9780155009516. Research report on Phanom Di Burial Mound, archeological site in Chachoengsao Province,

Thailand

The Spirit of Rejection, Wale Akinyemi , 2000, . 

Cover girls: the story of Harry Conover, Carole Conover , 1978, 0131883003, 9780131883000. 

A Walk Through the Past: People and Places of Florence and Lauderdale County, Alabama, William Lindsey McDonald ,

2003, 0971994560, 9780971994560. Descended from early pioneers of Florence and Lauderdale County, Alabama, the

author, William Lindsey McDonald began collecting historical information about the Muscle Shoals more than a half

century ago. This research has involved personal interviews with Civil War veterans, former slaves, and descendants of

both Native Americans and families of the frontier who were among the first of the European descendants to arrive in

North Alabama. Over the years, William Lindsey McDonald has worn many hats. As a World War II and Korean War

veteran, he is a retired Army Colonel, a retired Chief of TVA's Budget and Cost Control Staff at the National Fertilizer

Development Center, and a retired minister of the United Methodist Church. As a journalist and author, this is the most

recent of a number of his books that help to tell the story of the Muscle Shoals

Sparkling Clear Water for Thirsty Catholics, Mary Ryan , 2009, 0973119225, 9780973119220. 

Family Tea Time: Start Your Own Family Tea Time, Babette Donaldson , 2010, 0979261260, 9780979261268. 
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Selling in Tough Times: Secrets to Selling When No One Is Buying, Tom Hopkins , 2011, 0446548138, 9780446548137.

Tough Times can be brought on by any number of factors: a down economy, Mother Nature, shifts in customers' needs,

national tragedy--the list goes on and on. These types of changes can be extremely disruptive, even paralyzing, when

we're not prepared for them. While many see no other option than to "sit tight" and "ride things out" when crisis strikes,

true career professionals in selling understand that the only way to deal with adversity is to meet it head-on. That's why

a positive attitude and a proactive approach to problem-solving are two of the most essential ingredients for success in

selling--and why those who embrace them not only to survive but thrive, even in the most difficult of circumstances.

Now, in his latest book, SELLING IN TOUGH TIMES, world-renowned selling expert Tom Hopkins puts his real-world , in-

the-trenches experience to work and shares his plan to reverse the momentum of tough times--and even capitalize on

them. With exercises to help you discover previously overlooked opportunities and eliminate waste, along with out-of-the-

box methods for recruiting new customers and key tips on how to solidify your existing business, Hopkins gives you

powerful ways to spur sales now and for years to come. Learn how to: Mine your client list to generate new leads

Keep--and reward--your current customers so that they're loyal for life. Reduce the sales resistance that plagues tough

times with tactics that overcome consumers' fears. Woo clients from your competition with 12 new strategies specially

tailored for tough times.Cycles will come and go, but the principles of great selling and those who live by them stand

firm. Find out how you can achieve your maximum selling potential, whatever the business climate, in SELLING IN

TOUGH TIMES today.

Dolphins of the World, Ben Wilson , 2001, 0896585360, 9780896585362. In "Dolphins of the World" Ben Wilson gives an

overview of dolphins from the perspective of a biologist whose life has been immersed in theirs. He leads you through a

description of the characteristics common to all dolphins, then divides them into three groups according to the

environments that shape them: dolphins as oceanic wanderers, coastal dolphins, and dolphins that have left the sea and

now make their home in the worlds greatest rivers. The final chapter explores the future of dolphins, including possible

scientific discoveries, opportunities for the public to see and experience dolphins, and our responsibility for the dolphins

fate.

Biscuit Big Book, Alyssa Satin Capucilli , 2007, 0061119733, 9780061119736. Biscuit, the little yellow puppy, is so excited

and energetic that he would rather play than go to bed, in an oversized read-aloud edition of a classic story for young

children. Reprint.

Growing Up, Sandy Yocum, Button the Mouse , 2010, . 

Edinburgh Gazette, Stationery Office, The , 1994, . Company Law Official Notifications Supplement

Instant love: fiction, Jami Attenberg , 2006, 0307337820, 9780307337825. We are all walking around this city with our

hearts sadly swimming in our chests, like dying fish on the surface of a still pond. Its enough to make you give up
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entirely. from Instant LoveBut we dont give up. We keep trying. Were either too stupid to learn from our mistakes or we

honestly believe that the next time will be different; its hard to say which. Driven by the mad hopefulness that is part of

the human condition, we are constantly falling in and out of love with a slightly different version of the person who came

before. Jami Attenberg chronicles those exact moments with heartbreaking realism in her powerful debut, Instant Love.
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